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Outline
• Life-long learning is a trend for the future
• Many channels and changing channels
• Complex socio-scientific issues
• Scientific literacy and media literacy
• Science news is a medium to bridge science learning
• Phase 1:science news
• 10 types of fake science news
• Eq. double distortions effect
• Phase 2:teaching methods
• Eq. Try to Guess Behind (TGB)
• Eq. Students as scientists (SSJ)
• Conclusions
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PHASE 1: SCIENCE NEWS
10 types of fake science news
Eq. Multiple translation distortions

Types of Errors in
science news

Description

Scientific mistake

A mistake that occurs when journalists misunderstand scientific
knowledge, including the wrong scientific theory, bad translation,
obvious superstition, and false scientific facts.

False causal
relationship

When referring to data in science news, falsely interpreting it in
the way of misguiding the ratio relation and overstating the
quantity, or even making the mistake of reverse causality.

Ignoring uncertainty

When reporting the science news, neglecting the scientific
uncertainty that exists in the technological society, thereby
resulting in over certain statements to some uncertain events.

While translating foreign scientific reports to the domestic news,
Multiple translation translation errors and distortions exist during the multiple
distortions
processes among the original scientific research, the foreign
science news, and the domestic science news.

Hot and cold

Science news neglects the fact that ‘science is a long story’ and
overlooks the limitations in the scientific research, therefore
presenting science stories as being either hot and cold, and
usually coming with obvious contradictions.
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Ignoring processes

Science news prioritizes on giving the readers an impression
of truth, but ignores the actual processes of scientific research
such as experiment design, data collecting method, result
interpretation, and possibly leads to misguided conclusions.

Cheap agenda
setting

The news media shapes the issue with both easy and inferior
scientific arguments, or monitor trivial matters with a
disproportionate scientific theory.

Reciprocal benefits

The media reports science topics based on the relationship of
mutual benefits and interests, such as placement marketing,
product promotion, etc.

In the process of science news production, due to the
Misleading headline separation of editing and writing, it is possible to create a gap
or contradiction between the title and the text.

Dramatic effect

Science News involves too many sensational and dramatic
elements, resulting in an over emotional or para-political
situation.

A specific problem in non-western country
• Gap between Western and Eastern worlds
• Modern science stems from the Western.
• English is the common language used on the science
platform.
• Most Eastern countries rely on overseas imported
science news.
• ‘Multiple translation distortions’ situation
• Problems have appeared in the transformation process
of compiling science news.
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Background
• Major scientific research journals are printed in English

which includes the international community of scientists,
who also communicate in English.

• With the strong leading of western science, a lot of non-

English speaking countries, including Taiwan, would
depend on such overseas imported science news to
connect with the latest technology development.

→but it seems to be a problem in Taiwan…

Research questions
• What were the major scientific subjects and

styles of compiled science news in Taiwan?
• What were the main sources for compiled
science news?
• How did the contents and meanings change from
the original scientific research, overseas news
reports, to domestic compiled science news?
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Research method
• Sampling
• Four most popular newspapers in Taiwan were selected for the 12month period, from September 2009 to October 2010, a total of 241
reports were selected.
• For the second question, traceable news, the ones with clear
translation sources and research sources, were further selected from
the previously compiled science news.
• 112 compiled science news were selected as samples.

• Analysis framework
• scientific knowledge, process of scientific production, and influence
scale of science (Huang & Jian, 2006).
• For the second research question, the analysis frameworks of Singer
(1990) and Moyer, Greener, Beauvais & Salovey (1995) were
integrated to classify error styles of compiled science news into
Outright error, Non-substantive alterations, and Omissions, and nine
sub-styles

Conclusion and discussion(1/3)
• Scientific knowledge domain of compiled science news

appeared to be obviously unbalanced.
• Ex: the distribution of scientific knowledge domain appeared more

obviously unbalanced than general science news (e.g., medical
news was about 50% of all reports).
• Such distributions reflected the domestic market demand in science
news, which also implicated the science news types which
journalists were reluctant or unable to deal with.
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Conclusion and discussion(2/3)
• the production processes and skills of compiled science

news in Taiwan present obvious weaknesses.
• merely 112 out of 241 compiled science news appeared clear

sources, that made it harder for readers to trace the original data
from the report.
• the contents of the most compiled science news were limited to the
range of overseas news reports. Journalists did not double-check
the original scientific research or connect it to the local situation. It
caused the report to be over-simplified, shortened and lacked the
complete context.

Conclusion and discussion(3/3)
• Compiled science news in Taiwan is faced with the

“multiple translation distortions” situation.
Overseas
Other reports

Overseas
Original scientific
research

Overseas
Tabloids
reports

Domestic
Science News
reports

Overseas
Other reports
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PHASE 2: TEACHING METHODS
Eq. ‘Try to Guess Behind’ (TGB)
Eq. Students as scientists (SSJ)

Content of informal reasoning: Ideas behind
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A science news is like a candy…

Remove the colorful wrapper first…

And then, Aluminum foil paper…

Enjoy the tasty finally…

Constructing a model - Try to Guess Behind
• Reading：Reading science news and trying to

understand related science issues and concepts.
• Guessing：From group discussion, guessing procedures
behind science news, and exploring how does Science
meet with Media?
• Summarizing：From group discussion, excluding and
selecting different guesses and then summarizing the
most probable way.
• Clarifying：Presenting all the groups' guesses, the
teacher finally clarifies the real procedures for producing
behind the science news.
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Student as a Scientific Journalist (SSJ)

SSJ – working procedures
 Reading science news (1)
 Students need to read news related to science issues
 Learning the invisible processes behind the news report
 Constructing personal science news report (2)
 Students are required to write science news reports about their
own favorites
 Through group discussions, interviews, first-hand data
collections…
 Interactive final report (3)
 Students must upload their final reports to the class website and
interact with others.
 Oral presentations followed with further questions.
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General results
• Students' views on theory-laden science, criticism

to the media, and self-confidence on news
interpretation have been significantly changed.
• Monitoring quality was expressed in the reflection
toward the expert and the information sources in
the media, media production process, and selfawareness to the media.
• Enhance scientific literacy and media literacy at
the same time

Looking forward to the future
• "Science communication is a kind of science education"

or "science education is a kind of science communication"?
or both?
• Learning science is learning to ‘talk science’, and to
‘communicate science’
• Expanding and creating the imagination of science
education with science communication
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